
WHY WE RECOMMEND THIS BREWER
The Nespresso Momento 120 is the ideal 
machine for high coffee consumption in a 
self-served environment. Its simple interface 
with touch screen display will make it a 
user-friendly office companion. From espresso 
to hot water, the Nespresso Momento 120 will 
take your office coffee drinking experience to 
the professional level.

NESPRESSO MOMENTO 120
Self-Serve Beverage System

OFFICE SIZE

100+
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RECOMMENDED SERVINGS PER MONTH:  1500+
DIMENSIONS:  22”W X 21.5”H X 19.7”D
WEIGHT:  92.5 lb
ELECTRICAL:  208V, 60Hz, 1700W, 15A
PLUG TYPE:  6-15P
PRESSURE:  19 bar
BREW HEADS:  1
REFRIGERATED MILK CONTAINER:  0.8 gal
WATER SUPPLY:  Removable 1.3 gal tank or 
direct water connection
USED CAPSULE CAPACITY:  50
WARRANTY:  2 years

SPECIFICATIONS



Touchscreen display or enabled low-touch and touchless brewing technology deliver exceptional 
ease of use
Offers coffee, milk, preset recipes and hot water at the touch of a button
Recognizes capsule and recommends best way to brew
Customizable settings for desired temperature, coffee cup size and milk recipes - program 
between 3 and 10 coffee sizes into your machine
When offering between 7 and 10 recipes, your recipe selections will be shown on two
recommendation screens
Coffee cup sizes - select from Ristretto, Espresso, Lungo, Americano and Large Americano
Preset milk recipes - select from Espresso Macchiato, Cappuccino, Dry Cappuccino, Wet
Cappuccino, Small Latte, Latte, Latte Grande, Latte Macchiato, Large Latte Macchiato, Cortado, 
Large Cortado and Flat White
Refrigerated milk container keeps milk fresh longer
Automatically ejects used capsule and provides optional heated cup storage area
Proximity sensors detect your presence and wake up the machine
Rinses automatically throughout the day
Sustainably designed with various energy-saving modes for precise consumption of water, coffee 
and energy
Guidance and alerts when maintenance is needed
Made from reliable and easy-to-repair components – only the brewing module needs to be 
changed if necessary

FEATURES


